Important Manuscript Collections

CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA
Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina
   Eugene Cunningham Branson Papers
   William Terry Couch Papers
   Jonathan Worth Daniels Papers
   Frank Porter Graham Papers
   Howard A. Kester Papers
   Samuel Chiles Mitchell Papers
   Howard Washington Odum Papers
   Ulrich Bonnell Phillips Papers
   Louis R. Wilson Papers

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
Edwin A. Alderman Library, University of Virginia
   F. Stringfellow Barr Papers
   Emily Tapscott Papers
   Virginius Dabney Papers
   Ellen Glasgow Papers
   William Faulkner Papers
   Southern Writers' Conference Papers
   Virginia Lyne Tunstall Papers
   Virginia Quarterly Review Papers
   James Southall Wilson Papers

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
Duke University Library
   William Watts Ball Papers
   Journal of Southern History Archives
   Lucy Randolph Mason Papers
   South Atlantic Quarterly Papers
   Wendell Holmes Stephenson Papers

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Vanderbilt University Library
   Fugitive and Agrarian Collections
   Donald Davidson Papers
   Frank Lawrence Owsley Papers
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
Yale University Library
  William Faulkner Papers
  Southern Review Papers
  Robert Penn Warren Papers

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
Princeton University Library
  John Peale Bishop Papers
  William Faulkner Papers
  Allen Tate Papers
  Thomas F. Wertenbaker Papers

Important Research Institutes
Institute for Southern Studies
(University of South Carolina)
Center for the Study of Southern Culture
(University of Mississippi)